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We all enjoyed this book - even though one or two of us had reservations about Linda 

Grant’s earlier novels. This one sparked our interest immediately :  

 

I saw… through the glass the rails on which the clothes hung, half abandoned, as if 

the dresses and coats, blouses and sweaters had fled in the night, vanished down 

the street, flapping their empty arms. 

 

A woman, Eunice, is behind the counter, patting her blue-black lacquered hair with 

silver nails. 

 

You never went to see how Eunice was? My uncle’s voice cried out in my head. You 

left her all alone like a dog, my Eunice? You couldn’t even pop in to buy a pair of 

gloves? 

 

An air of mystery is brilliantly drawn and we wanted to know more about the clothes shop 

that is closing down and why Vivien is compelled to go inside. We are first introduced to 

Vivien as an older woman : 

 

I had let myself go : just drifted away from even thinking about how I looked, had let go the 

self which once stared in the mirror, a hand confidently holding a mascara wand, a person 

who cared about how she appeared to others. There are mitigating circumstances. This is not 

my true personality. 

 

Vivien is about to empty her old family home Benson Court - a tiny redbrick 

mansion flat - off Marylebone High Street.  She is visiting it one final time. Her 

father has died and she must face and come to terms with the ghosts of her past. In 

so doing, the past becomes the present. We learn that Vivien Kovacs was born in 

England in 1953 to Hungarian Jewish parents. Ervin and Berta Kovacs are small, 

timid, grateful people who think it better just to blend in and keep themselves safe.. 

They have lived in Benson Court ever since their arrival as refugees in 1938. 

 

My father was terrified of change. When change was in the air anything could happen, and 

he already suffered from an anxiety: that any small disturbance in his circumstances would 

bring everything down - the flat, the wife, the job, the new daughter, London itself, then 

England, and he would slide down the map of the world, back to Hungary. 

 

Vivien is lonely as a child. There are no other children for her to play with in Benson Court. 

Only eccentric neighbours – some of whom play an important part in her development. 

Vivien feels trapped by her surroundings - especially as a teenager.  She has no sympathy for 

her father’s attitude. Vivien thinks her parents are mice-people and it is unbearable to her that 

they should hope for and want mouse-hood for her too.  



 

So when Vivien's Uncle Sandor knocks on the door of the Kovacs' flat and is greeted by her 

father with a stream of abuse, the like of which the young Vivien has never heard and 

shouted in his native Hungarian, a language he is careful not to speak, Vivien is shocked. She 

has no idea that she has a family other than her parents. Such drama is outside her experience. 

 

Who is this elaborately dressed stranger with his purple mohair suit and diamond watch and 

who is the girl in the leopard-skin hat who dangles from his arm like a brightly coloured 

jewel? Why is this man, her father's flesh and blood, so ferociously unwelcome? Vivien 

wants to know more and her parents refuse to talk about him. It becomes clear that he must 

have a murky past and Vivien is intrigued. 

 

As Vivien grows up she is unable to get her Uncle Sandor out of her mind. Unlike her 

uptight parents, Vivien has an inquisitive mind; questioning, curious and receptive. She 

realises that there is much more in the world than the small fragment she has been allowed to 

view. 

 

For the rest of my childhood, my parents and I rolled slowly and quietly like three torpid 

marbles across the lino floor… 

 

In her isolation she briefly allows herself to be befriended by one of the tenants, Mrs Prescott, 

an elderly lady : 

 

whose wardrobes seem without end, stuffed with the most beautiful silks, satins, velvets, 

broiderie anglaise, lace and feathers in peach, apricot, grape and plum-coloured shades: a 

dazzling momentary rain of richness.  

 

Then, having exhausted all the avenues Mrs. Prescott's clothes might offer, Vivien acquires a 

taste for the more exotic outfits of much earlier eras and begins to frequent the second-hand 

and vintage clothing stores nearby as her love affair with clothes flourishes and this is key in 

understanding the 'deep waters' of Vivien's character. 

 

The clothes you wear are a metamorphosis. They change you from the outside in … There 

are deep flaws we are not at liberty to do anything about… so the most you can do is put on 

a new dress, a different tie. We are forever turning into someone else, and should never 

forget that someone else is always looking. 

 

Vivien always has a sense that something is missing from her life. She longs to know about 

her Hungarian heritage and why her father and her uncle are estranged. The tragedies of her 

short –lived marriage and abortion behind her, she decides on a whim to locate her Uncle 

Sandor and find out if there is any truth in the small snippets that she has discovered about 

him. When she meets Uncle Sandor, supposedly by chance, Vivien is immediately both 

hypnotised and repelled by him, his unsubtlety and bullishness so alien to anything she has 



ever known. Together they embark on the strange journey of discovery of one another and 

the telling of the tale of Sandor's life begins. 

 

Sandor is largely based on a real character – Peter Rachman – who was a notorious slum 

landlord in the 50‘s and 60‘s in London – Rachman rented substandard properties to 

Caribbean immigrants and had connections with prostitutes. Rachman argued he provided a 

useful service by giving homes to people who would be turned away by most landlords. He 

was from Poland and had been cruelly treated in a Soviet camp.  

 

Grant gives Sandor a similar history - he has survived the horrors of a Soviet labour camp 

and suffered unbelievable hardship. He also acted as a pimp in Hungary before the war and 

then made his fortune out of renting slums to immigrants in London. The press label him as 

the most evil man in Britain. He is sent to prison and demonised. But is he  truly evil? Hasn’t 

Sandor experienced and seen far more evil deeds than those he has done? 

 

We could understand how Vivien warmed to Sandor as the twists and turns in his life are 

slowly revealed. He is undoubtedly a rogue, but a flamboyant and exotic character. A real 

survivor. A man determined to succeed. A man who has learnt that only he can shape his 

destiny. A man who has found out that one has to be tough to get by, but a man of fierce 

personal loyalties that have nothing to do with kith or kin. 

 

Vivien’s parents adopt a more timid style of survival. It is not surprising that they feel they 

have to hibernate. They have experienced that the world is a dangerous place and they crave 

security above everything else. They escaped from almost certain death in a Nazi 

concentration camp and want only to lead a quiet life. Both reactions are equally valid. We 

discussed how we would behave in similar circumstances. We felt we would most likely be 

cautious and want to merge into the background. 

 

But Vivien has her uncle’s bold character. She has not inherited her parents’ fear. She wants 

to have adventures and to live life to the full. Her university life is her first opportunity to 

break free but it is not to last. She meets and marries another student and seems set on a new 

and exciting life in America but her young husband dies tragically on their honeymoon and 

she finds herself back in Benson Court - distraught and lonely and in despair.  

 

At this point Vivien‘s most important relationship is with her uncle. We liked the way that 

Grant develops the growing bond between them. Perhaps the way they first meet is too 

coincidental but we forgave this ploy. After all, significant coincidences can happen. We 

have probably all experienced one or two in our lives. 

 

Both Vivien and Sandor love clothes and use them to good purpose.. Clothes are our second 

skin and can determine how we are perceived. Our clothes reflect where we are in life and 

how confident we are feeling. We can become very attached to some clothes as they remind 

us of being happy, of falling in love, and we hang on to them well past their sell by date! We 



all admitted not being able to part with some items in our wardrobes. And we often hold on 

to clothes that belonged to loved-ones for sentimental reasons. 

 

We adapt our clothes very often to fit in with others. Vivien changes her image completely 

when she starts a relationship with Claude, the young punk in Sandor’s house. Vivien 

acquires a black leather jacket which becomes a kind of uniform. As a student she adorned 

herself in unusual vintage clothes to create an artistic, bohemian look. How we dress can also 

reveal our emotional circumstances. When Vivien has been widowed for a second time, in 

her grief, she has let herself go. Sandor’s ageing but still very elegant lover Eunice persuades 

Vivien to buy a new red dress and she is instantly transformed. 

 

She was holding a dress and urging me to try it, she was reminding me of what I had once 

intimately understood and had forgotten, that surge of excitement, that fizz, that deep 

pleasure- for a new dress changes everything. 

 

Having been with Eunice, the words of her Uncle come back suddenly to Vivien, like a 

hallucination.–  

 

suffering does not ennoble and survivors survive because of their strength or cunning or luck, 

not their goodness, and certainly not their innocence. 

 

Sandor’s taste for extravagant clothes must have been fed by his lack of clothes in the labour 

camp. 

 

The clothes which he left the house wearing that morning in 1939 were the ones he was 

wearing when he got back into Budapest in 1945, though they no longer resembled clothes, 

but a kind of fungus excreted by his skin. 

 

We could not avoid having sympathy for Sandor, despite all his failings. Eunice, the love of 

his life, is an appealing character. She is devoted to him while he is alive and to his memory 

too. Sandor makes her feel special and valued and very loved. An irony when she is a black 

woman and he is portrayed in the media as exploiting his black tenants? Eunice supports him 

and emphasises that many immigrants are not used to indoor toilets and all mod cons. They 

have come from very basic homes in the West Indies without electricity and running water. 

Eunice had a brief time living in Mississippi where she was horrified by the conditions : 

 

I didn’t know about houses with no toilet inside, and pigs and dogs everywhere, and the 

white people who looked at you like you were not a human but a relation of the pigs and 

dogs. 

 

Sandor treats her like a Queen - with dignity and respect. Her loving relationship with Sandor 

is crucial to our perception of him. No one is black or white. He may be on the make but he 

is not a hard-hearted man. And Eunice is rather jealous of Sandor’s growing affection for 



Vivien – so  the red dress is clearly a peace offering. Sandor also wants to protect his niece 

from the evil he believes he can see in her boyfriend. He believes that Claude has attacked 

her and takes revenge by stabbing him. Sandor’s final undoing was a necessary act in his 

eyes.( He didn‘t know that Vivien had actually been mugged and beaten up by skinheads.) 

 

The Clothes on Their Backs is a title with a double meaning. Often the clothes we are 

wearing are our only possessions after disaster strikes, but our clothes are also how we 

present ourselves to the world. I’ll never forget meeting two close family members at the 

airport. They had nearly drowned in the Tsunami. As we ran to greet them, I was struck by 

how different they looked - wrapped in yellow Thai blankets - their clothes had all been lost. 

Yet they emerged from their experience with an inner grace and composure – survival had 

been a miracle and clothes were the last thing on their minds.  

 

The Clothes on Their Backs proved to be a novel with so many themes and characters it was 

impossible to discuss every aspect in just two hours. Overall we were impressed with Grant’s 

writing but we can always find one or two criticisms. 

 

Here are one or two quibbles : 

 

Some aspects of the novel were a little unsatisfying. The rise of the National Front in London 

was rather sketchily drawn. We were given only a hint of the growing racial tension and the 

resentment of immigrants by some extreme right wing groups. Vivien’s relationship with 

Claude was a little unbelievable. It seemed out of character with the Vivien that we have 

come to know.. The shady drug scene that Vivien dabbled with showed her desperation for 

excitement; and some relationships, like hers with Claude, are fuelled purely by sexual 

attraction. Grant probably expects us to see their relationship as an act of rebellion. Claude is 

so unappealing that we were surprised at his hold over Vivien. I began to feel that I didn’t 

know her very well. Sandor is the character I warmed to the most, even if he is a villain. He 

is able to show and express love more than anyone else. 

 

But the story of Vivien and Sandor is so well told that we forgave minor flaws. We agreed 

that the characters will stay alive in our minds long after we have finished reading about 

them. And that is a real compliment. 

 

Recommended: An insightful character study, a moving family history and an absorbing 

look at London in the seventies. Immigration alone, we learn, is not what determines a 

migrant’s subsequent life. Convincingly, Grant shows how the character of migrants are 

fixed long before their migration and determine how they deal with it. 

 

The Clothes on Their Backs is perceptive, sensitive, witty and well crafted. Worthy of being 

shortlisted for the Man Booker prize, most of us preferred it to The White Tiger which won.  


